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Abstract

will show the positive and relative amount of change in
each one of its nodes, users should be able to identify
trends like "there are a lot of status updates from my university friends". This paper describes the design and implementation of MySocialTree, as well as present a small
user survey that seems to suggest that it is an effective
and easy to understand tool for finding relevant posts in a
user’s feed. A running version of the tool can be found at:
http://mysocialtree.appspot.com.
MySocialTree is an application for social networks of
our work on TreeVersity [18, 19], a technique for comparing tree structures by topological differences and node
value changes. This project was developed as a class
project for the Fall 2011 CMSC838C Social Computing
course of the University of Maryland, and given the time
constraints, the initial implementation of the tool doesn’t
include the tree comparison component, however this is
described and designed in the paper, and is part of the future work of the project.
The rest of the document includes a description of the
state of the art in research on tree comparison, then MySocialTree design and implementation is described and finally the results of an exploratory user study on the tool
are analyzed.

Twitter and Facebook share one characteristic in common, they both change rapidly, and every time is more
difficult for its users to keep up with all the updates and
tweets post in their feeds, and to filter out the most relevant ones. I present MySocialTree a novel tool for navigating users feeds using hierarchical structures. This
paper describes the goals of the project and the challenges faced in its development. An initial implementation of the tool was developed and deployed on http://
mysocialtree.appspot.com, and an exploratory user
satisfaction survey suggests that the tool can be easy to
understand and effective at finding the most relevant posts
in the feed.

Introduction
MySocialTree is a Facebook feed navigation tool using
hierarchies. The goal of this project is to build a web
application that displays the updates in the user’s Facebook feed, by exploring it using a user defined hierarchical criteria. A common example of this criteria (that
will be used as default setting in the application) would
be to classify the feed by poster’s membership to the
user’s lists (Close Friends, Family, School, etc) and the
type of post (Photo, Status Update, Video, Link, Activity, etc). By grouping the posts in a tree, users can find
the posts they care the most by clicking on the nodes of
the tree, that answers queries like "show me photo updates from my close friends". Moreover, since the tree

Related Work
This section focuses on research that has been done on
comparing, visualizing and analyzing multiple tree structures. There is substantial work on single tree structures, but since they are not relevant to the objective
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of comparison, it won’t be described in this document.
For a surveys of single tree visualizations please refer to
[8, 21, 17, 33, 24].
The related work has been categorized in three areas
according to each project’s focus: topological comparison, node value comparisons and algorithmically oriented
approaches.

and TaxoNote [29] with a condensed Microsoft Windows
Explorer-like representation. However, many of these
promising projects did not evolve beyond the competition’s two page submission requirement.
Finally other approaches use zooming interfaces such
as MoireTrees [28], which allows navigation of multi hierarchies (different trees that categorize a shared group of
leaf nodes) using zooming and radial displays, and DoubleTree [31], that uses two connected, side-by-side SpaceTrees [32] to highlight topological differences between
taxonomies.
Despite the substantial work on topological differences
between trees, to the best of our knowledge, none of these
solutions addresses the problem of comparing changes in
node values. TreeVersity takes the task of comparison tree
structures one step further, by looking also at node value
changes. However more complex topological comparison
features already supported by these projects, like finding
moved nodes and subtrees, have not yet been addressed
in the TreeVersity design. More specifically, TreeVersity
performs topological comparison by identifying created
and removed nodes, reveals changes in the node values,
tackling a richer set of problems than those that are restricted to topological differences only.

Topological Comparison
Most of the tree comparison work has been done on comparing topological changes between tree structures. This
might have been influenced by the well-known problem
of comparing taxonomies of species. TreeJuxtaposer by
Munzer et al.[30] is one of the best examples, presenting an efficient algorithm for comparing hierarchies. It
uses a node link representation with side-by-side comparison and a focus+context technique with guaranteed
visibility. TreeJuxtaposer scales well with the number of
nodes. Alternatively, Graham et al.’s [15] Icicle-like [25]
representation and Bremm et al. [11] node-link visualization, scale to a large number of trees by dividing the
screen space into small interconnected views of the compared trees, but are limited by the screen size. In later
work [16] Graham addresses this by switching from the
small multiples to an aggregated representation using directed acyclic graphs (DAG). Others have used the concept of aggregation of multiple trees in one view, starting
with Furnas et al. [13] who proposed the concept in 1994
and CandidTree[26] that uses a node-link representation
that uses color, shapes and dotted lines to represent uncertainty. Amenta and Klingner’s TreeSet [6] takes a different approach to comparing a large number of taxonomies
by calculating a bi-dimensional metric representing each
tree and plotting them in a scatter plot. Card et al.’s TimeTree [12] explored the concept of time changing hierarchies, combining SpaceTrees [32] with timeline to analyze hierarchies that evolve with the time.
The InfoVis2003 contest [20] promoted the development of projects on topological tree comparison. Some
of the winning submissions presented innovative solutions for the problem, such as TreeJuxtaposer [30], already described. Others include Zoomology [22] which
used radial representations combined with zooming interfaces, InfoZoom [34] which used condensed side-by-side
tables, EVAT [7] with radial side-by-side comparisons

Node Values Comparison
The work on comparing node values is more limited, usually employing treemaps. The original treemap tool [23]
allowed the display of changing values on the hierarchy
but it was never developed for comparison. Animated
TreeMaps [14] represented changes in the nodes’ attribute
values using animation, focusing on stabilizing the layout.
Both projects rely on user’s memory to keep track of the
amount of change and the location of the nodes which
can be taxing and confusing. TreeVersity in contrast combines side-by-side comparison with explicit differences
visualizations that allow users to navigate differences in
a more explicit way. SmartMoney’s Map of the Market
[38] represents stock market price changes using colored
treemaps1 . This approach has proven to be popular, however it only presents relative differences in the leaf nodes
without topological changes, or what was called problem
Type 1 in the introduction.
1 http://www.smartmoney.com/map-of-the-market/
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him the most important classes of metrics are Edit Distance, Alignment Distance and Inclusion (subtrees). In
this work he describes efficient algorithms for each of this
areas that could be used to compare many trees at once.
Another common related strategy for analyzing multiple trees is the consensus tree [6, 36, 27, 35]. This a
technique used in Phylogenetic analysis for summarizing
many trees into one. Future versions of TreeVersity will
include Bille’s metrics and the consensus tree strategy.

MySocialTree
MySocialTree is a new approach for navigating a user’s
social feed using trees. It has two main components,
first a categorization technique that organizes the posts as
nodes on a tree, and second a visualization tool to display
the nodes highlighting the number of posts or the change
against the average rate of posts per unit of time. In this
section I describe in more detail those components:

Figure 1: Contrast TreeMaps uses color and different
shading techniques to encode node value and structural
changes. The image shows the differences in NBA
player’s points per game between two seasons, categorized by teams and conferences. The paper explains: "For
an item, if both corners are in the blue to black range, the
player was in the same team for both seasons. If the color
for the 02-03 season is pine green, it means the player
transferred to this team in the second season. If the color
for the 02-03 season is dark yellow, the player joined the
NBA in the second season".

Encoding the feed as a tree
MySocialTree uses trees to organize a user’s social feed.
These trees are created by categorizing the items in the
feed (Posts or Tweets) using classifiers according to certain user criteria, like friend’s lists and type of Facebook’s
posts. A classifier is a function C(p) that maps each post
to a number of 1 or more classes. The user selects the desired criteria by choosing and ordering a list of classifiers,
like Type of Post, List membership of the poster and Location. Being p a post. The user criteria is therefore just
an ordered list of classifiers {C1 ,C2, ...,Cn }. The initial
implementation of MySocialTree uses the fixed criteria
{ListMembershipO f Poster, TypeO f Post}, future implementations should include an user interface for selecting
and ordering the classifiers.
Currently MySocialTree represents only the tree correspondent to all the posts in the user feed for a certain
period of time Tcount , however the final objective of this
project is to display the change of number posts compared
to the average rate Tdi f f = Tcount − Tavg . Let’s explain this
in more detail with an example: let’s say than a user want
to see her Tdi f f for the last hour∆t = 1hr, then the application calculate Tavg (∆t,t0 ,t2 ), the tree of the average number of posts in each of the categories of the hierarchy for

Finally, the Contrast TreeMaps [37] represents the only
project that, to the best of our knowledge, combines some
topological differences and changes in node values. It
modified the traditional treemap technique by splitting
each of the nodes’ rectangular shapes into two triangles
to represent value changes and structural differences, as
seen in Figure 1. Compared to the Contrast TreeMaps,
TreeVersity covers a broader set of problems (problems
Type 3 and 4), uses a codification scheme that I believe
is easier to comprehend, and uses a mixed representation
approach that allows the navigation of the differences in a
more direct way.

Algorithmically oriented
The final approach for tree comparison makes use of tree
metrics, which usually are algorithms that calculate distances between two or more trees. These metrics can be
classified by the type of comparison they make, and Bille
[9] presents an excellent survey of them. According to
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the time window ∆t in the period of time between to and t2 ,
where to and t2 are usually the time frame of the total history of posts stored in the database for the user, or a constant frame bigger than ∆t (e.g. if ∆t = 1hour then t2 − t0
can be 1 day). Then the application calculates Tcount (t1 ,t2 )
(The tree of the counts of the number of posts in each of
the categories of the hierarchy for the period of time t1 to
t2 , where t2 −t1 = ∆t). MySocialDiffTree is the difference
between Tdi f f (∆t,t0 ,t1 ,t2 ) = Tcount (t1 ,t2 ) − Tavg (∆t,t0 ,t2 ),
where the difference is calculated node to node. Figure 2
shows the timeline used for the example.
For an example using numbers, say that we want to calculate MySocialTree for ∆t = 1 hour. Then we need to
count the number of posts in the last hour (Tcount (t1 ,t2 ) :
t2 = now, t1 = 1 hour ago) for each category in the hierarchy, say is 15 Friends Additions for my Close Friends
in USA. Now, to compare to the history we calculate the
average number of posts in that same category, in periods of time of 1 hour for the last day (Tavg (∆t,t0 ,t2 ) t0 =
1 day ago), say it is 2. Then in difference MySocialTree there is going to be a node with path /USA/Close
Friends/Friends Additions with value 15 − 1 = 14 that
shows an increment of 1,400% as highlighted in the Figure 3.

default both size and color are redundantly encoding the
absolute amount of change (e.g. the amount in dollars
in the case of a budget), but users can switch to relative
change (i.e. percent change), or assign color and size to
different characterization of the changes.
Each node in the tree displays its current name, that
is the combination of the classes assigned by the classifiers in the hierarchy criteria (e.g. the node /Close
Friends/Photos contains all of the photos posted by users
in the Close Friends list). The label also includes the number of posts that fell into that node. Figure 5 shows a
screenshot of the initial implementation of MySocialTree
that uses Tcount only (therefore no negative values are displayed), the mockup on Figure 3 shows the concept using
Tdi f f .

Architecture
MySocialTree was developed using a combination of
tools that include: the Google App Engine[5], the Facebook Developers Platform[3] and the Python SDK for
it[4] with some modifications2 , the Data Driven Document framework D3 [2, 10], and Bootstrap from Twitter
[1]. Putting all of this pieces to work together was a big
technical challenge, but each one of them gave the application different qualities. The whole application was built
for the Google App Engine, which gave it the scalability and robustness of Google’s technologies. The direct
connection with the Facebook Platform, allows users to
access their feeds directly without the need of external importers. The use of D3 allowed the creation of the tree visualization and most of the JavaScript interactions, while
using open web standards that offers portability. And finally Bootstrap from Twitter gave it a nice look and feel
from the beginning.
A running version of the application should be available on http://mysocialtree.appspot.com. Figure
4 presents an overview of the architecture of the application. The user is faced with a main view with one main
use case show the MySocialTree, depending of the state of
the system this can trigger three actions showTree, showPosts and crawlPosts. The crawlPosts actions triggers the

Visualizing the tree
MySocialTree visualize the trees using TreeVersity[19,
18], an interactive visualization technique for tree comparison. TreeVersity can be used to visualize topological
changes and node value differences between two versions
of a tree. It uses a modified node-link representation enhanced with an special glyph called The Bullet that encodes the cardinality of the change, and the amount of
change. The shape’s direction represents the cardinality
of the change: left for negative and right for positive in the
horizontal layout, and down for negative and up for positive in the vertical layout. The bullet size represent the
amount of change. Color is used to encode both the cardinality and amount of change in the nodes. To accommodate for color blindness users can select from preset color
palettes that are binned in five steps to ease differentiation. Gray rectangles represent nodes where the amount
of change is zero. The bullet can represent also topological differences by means of different border colors on the
nodes, but this feature was not used in MySocialTree. By

2 The original version of the Python SDK contained some bugs that
were corrected. Also, in the middle of this project Facebook enforced
OAuth login only for the apps, and since this feature wasn’t available in
the original SDK, the functionality was added
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Figure 2: Timeline used for the example of how to calculate MySocialDiffTree
connection to Facebook to obtain the latest posts in the
feed, that are later stored in a table. This table is used to
display the feed to the user and to calculate the trees using
the current hierarchy (initially Facebook Lists then Posts
Type). The trees are then stored in another table that is
crawled later for the tree comparison and the final display
of the trees.

between December 9th and 13th 2011, their responses are
summarized in the Figure 6. According to the responses,
q1 seems to indicate that users find it difficult to identify the important posts in the traditional Facebook news
feed (75% of the responses where less than 5, between
somehow easy and neutral). According to q2 and q3 most
users (more than 75%) found MySocialTree useful (only
one person responded less than 4) and easy to understand,
while on q4 more than 50% of the users expressed that
they would be likely to use the application in the future.

Evaluation

No personal information was collected from the participants, however since the announcement of availability of the application and the call for participation in the
survey was made trough the author’s personal Facebook
page, and different university email lists, most of the participants can be assumed to directly know the author and
therefore might have some type of bias in favor of this
work.

MySocialTree included a small survey requesting feedback from users, that with the following questions:
• q1: How easy is for you to find the posts that matter
the most to you on the traditional Facebook Feed?
• q2: How useful do you think MySocialTree can be
for organizing and browsing your Facebook posts?
• q3: How easy was it for you to understand and navigate the tree?

The survey also included an open ended question, requesting more feedback and comments. This question
prove to very informative, because participants use it to
express experience with MySocialTree in a more open
way. The responses for this question were overall positive and constructive. Participants submitted all sorts of
comments, ranging from the very excited and supportive
of MySocialTree like: "Great idea!", "...it was *really*
nice to have that news feed grouped in sensible way! It
was fantastic to be able to tease out the posts..." and "As a
visualization, I think MySocialTree is neat and pretty. It is

• q4: How likely would you be of using this MySocialTree in the future to navigate your Facebook Feed?
• q5: Any other comments, suggestions, bugs?
The answers were rated in a 7 point Likert scale, with
the answers ranging from 1: Very difficult/Not useful/Not
likely to 7: Very easy/Very useful/Very Likely. The survey
was completed by 15 of the 47 users of the application
5

Figure 3: MySocialTree idea mockup
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Figure 4: MySocialTree Architecture
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Figure 5: MySocialTree Screenshot
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(Tdi f f ) as well as more comprehensive evaluation.
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